SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT

CALAVERAS LEVEE

042912

Staff reported two male subjects trying to jump the fence from the levee to the Townhouses. Officers responded and subjects tried to hide in the area. Subjects were contacted and in possession of spray paint. Subjects were interviewed and identified. Their cans confiscated and they were released since no new tagging located in the area.

CASUALTY

EISELEN HOUSE

042912

Officer reported an intoxicated male inside being hostile. Officer transported the subject for treatment of a laceration to his hand from a broken mirror.

JUVENILE INCIDENT

CALAVERAS LEVEE

042912

Officer located two juveniles lighting a piece of paper on fire. Juveniles were turned over to a parent.

THEFT

WEBER HALL

043012

Victim reported her laptop was missing when she arrived to work. Officer initiated a report.

TRESPASSING ARREST

MC CONCHIE HALL

043012

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for trespassing, cited and released.

THEFT

MC CONCHIE HALL

043012

Victim reported her bike was stolen which was secured with a cable lock. Officer responded and initiated a report.

VEHICLE ACCIDENT

PERSHING AVE

050112

Officers responded to a report of a hit and run accident. Officer reported both parties on scene and exchanging information.

AIDED STOCKTON PD

OFF CAMPUS

050212

Officers assisted SPD with traffic control at the scene of a fatal traffic accident on Grange and Del Rio.
9...NOISE COMPLAINT  STADIUM DR  050212
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Residents were contacted and advised of the complaint.

10...ALCOHOL ARREST  DAVE BRUBECK  050212
Officers responded to a report of a male subject making comments at women in the area. Officers located the subject who was arrested for public intoxication.

11...ATTEMPT AUTO BURGLARY  LOT 6  050212
Victim reported someone attempted to burglarize her vehicle. The suspect punched out the door lock but did not make entry. Officer responded and initiated a report.

12...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  ALPHA PHI  050212
Female reported her ex-boyfriend was following her and feared for her safety. Officers responded and reported the ex-boyfriend had left the area and escorted the female back to building.

13...NOISE COMPLAINT  STADIUM DR  050312
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officers reported minimal noise upon arrival.

14...AIDED STOCKTON PD  PERSHING AVE  050312
Officers assisted SPD with a report of an assault at Fat’s Bar & Grill. One victim was transported via ambulance to a locale hospital.

15...FIRE  MANOR HALL  050312
Officers and SFD responded to a report of smoke coming into a residence from the vent. Officers located the source of burning food in another residence. SFD cleared the smoke and the residents were allowed back in.

16...UNIVERSITY REG  GRACE COVELL HALL  050312
Officers responded to a noise complaint and initiated a report for judicial review.

17...TRESPASSING ARREST  KNOLES HALL  050312
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male. Subject was arrested for trespassing and transported to the county jail.

18...DISTURBANCE ARREST  STADIUM DR  050312
Staff reported two individuals in a physical fight at Stadium and Commerce. Officers responded and one subject arrested, cited and released.
19...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT CHEMISTRY LAB 050312
Victim reported within the last week, his car, his wife’s car and another employee’s vehicle all had flat tires. For documentation only.

20...ALCOHOL INTOX WOOD BRIDGE 050412
Staff reported an intoxicated female. Subject was contacted and transported to her residence.

21...UNIVERSITY REG LOT 22 050412
Officer witnessed a student breaking chairs that belonged to the student’s fraternity. Officer initiated a report for judicial review.

22...UNIVERSITY REG KNOLES LAWN 050412
Officers responded to a report of a male subject damaging the rose bushes in the area. Subject was contacted and information will be submitted for judicial review.

23...NOISE COMPLAINT MC CAFFREY CENTER 050412
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Residents were contacted and advised of the complaint.

24...CASUALTY SOUTHWEST HALL 050412
Officer requested an ambulance for a male subject with a dislocated knee. Medics responded and transported the subject to Dameron via ambulance.

25...THEFT UNKNOWN ON CAMPUS 050412
Officer initiated a report of a check fraud.

26...NOISE COMPLAINT MONAGAN HALL 050412
Officers responded to a report of loud music coming from the room above. Officers made contacted and reported area quiet upon arrival.

27...NARCOTICS DAVE BRUBECK 050512
Officer conducted a checkout on three subjects. One subject was cited for possession of marijuana.

28...CASUALTY SPANOS CENTER 050512
Staff requested an ambulance for a female feeling light headed. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

29...CASUALTY SPANOS CENTER 050512
Officer reported a pole fell and hit a male subject. Medics were dispatched and responded.
30...CASUALTY
Medics responded to a report of a female who reported something flew in her eye.

31...CASUALTY
Officer reported female not feeling. Medics requested and responded.

32...NOISE COMPLAINT
Officers responded to a report of a loud party. Residents were contacted and advised of the complaint.

33...ALCOHOL ARREST
Officer reported a person down. Subject was subsequently arrested for drunk in public.

34...NOISE COMPLAINT
Officers conducted a checkout on a loud residence. Residents were advised and warned.